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Crossover Vehicle With Manual Transmission
The Integra is back. Acura has revived one of its most storied nameplates and fans can celebrate
because it's not going to be stuck on the back of a crossover. The 2023 Acura Integra will be a ...
2023 Acura Integra Returns with Manual Transmission, Pricing in 'Mid-$30k' Range
Owners who choose to buy a CT4-V or CT5-V Blackwing with the manual transmission are treated to
a few extra hidden design surprises that 10-speed auto buyers don’t get. These are just some of
more ...
Cadillac Blackwing Owners Who Opt For Manual Transmission Get Extra Easter Eggs
Toyota Aygo x is powered by an in-line 1-litre, 3-cylinder 1KR-FE engine, which the carmaker says
has been improved to meet European regulations ...
New Toyota crossover that can rival Tata Punch. See engine, specifications
The Lexus ES300 was largely decried as a “Camry with a fancy badge” back in the day. It was a
more than that, though, even if it shared the same platform with its mainstream cousin.
VIDEO: The Lexus ES300 had some unexpected features, like a manual transmission and
ski sheath
But the Volkswagen Golf GTI's greatest strength has always been that it does the everyday so well
that it's special. Well before the new eighth-generation car arrived, the GTI was one of our most ...
2022 Volkswagen Golf GTI: Car and Driver 10Best
Toyota has officially unveiled the third-gen Aygo which has been rebranded as Aygo X and sports
crossover design.
2022 Toyota Aygo X Small Crossover Makes Global Debut
Well, the Aygo X production car debuted Friday, and it's honestly even ... paired with either a fivespeed manual or a continuously variable transmission. Front-wheel drive is standard, with all-wheel
...
Toyota's new Aygo X city car for Europe is a supercute 'urban crossover'
Remember the cool Aygo X Prologue concept car Toyota revealed earlier this year? It blurred the
line between hatchback and a crossover given its small size and rugged look. Now that the 2022
Aygo X ...
2022 Toyota Aygo X debuts as tiny city crossover
Hyundai’s mildly warm hatchback offers plenty of rewards for those who still value a manual
gearbox. What we love Manual gearbox is a gemSo too the ...
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2021 Hyundai i30 N Line manual review
Toyota has revealed its third-generation Aygo, now dubbed the Aygo X and reworked as a compact
urban crossover. It’s built on the Toyota Global New Architecture ... Read More » ...
New Toyota Aygo X breaks into compact urban crossover sector
Maruti Suzuki S-Cross is all geared to come in new avatar that is what the leaked images of the car
suggest by Suzuki garage. Maruti Suzuki S-Cross has been spotted ahead of its scheduled launch on
...
Maruti Suzuki S-Cross spotted ahead of its official launch. See details
The new-gen Suzuki S-Cross will be make its first public appearance on November 25 this year
before going on sale in many markets next year.
2022 Suzuki S Cross New Vs Old Spied Together – Dispatch To Dealers Start
When I saw the invitation to drive the all-new 2022 Toyota Corolla Cross, I immediately envisioned a
Corolla hatchback riding on rally-tuned suspension with a heavy helping of GR go-fast goodness. A
...
First Drive: 2022 Toyota Corolla Cross
Another week means another entry into our series featuring the sweet cars I found for sale online.
This time we have a Volkswagen with a factory supercharger, a perfect teal pickup truck, a
forgotten ...
Honda N600, Audi 200 Avant Quattro, FB Mondial Record: The Dopest Cars I Found For
Sale Online
Japanese automaker Suzuki will reveal the new-generation version of its S-Cross SUV on November
25. In the latest development, an image of the car has been leaked, revealing important design
details.
Prior to unveiling, new Suzuki S-Cross previewed in spy shot
LOS ANGELES - The Los Angeles Auto Show returns to the L.A. Convention Center for the first time
since 2019 and Nissan is pulling out the stops with an all-star display of new vehicles, including: • ...
2023 Nissan Ariya Electric crossover, 2022 Nissan Rogue take center stage at return of
Los Angeles Auto Show
Japanese automaker Suzuki is all set to unveil the new 2022 version of its popular SUV S-Cross. A
new teaser of the car released by the company suggests that the vehicle is going to feature an LED
...
Upcoming 2022 Suzuki S-Cross Teased Ahead of Global Debut on November 25
Good morning and welcome to our daily digest of automotive news from around the globe, starting
with… McLaren Denies Report About Being Acquired By Audi. A report by Autocar sug ...
McLaren Denies Takeover Claims, 2023 Mazda CX-50, And Extra Easter Eggs For Manual
Blackwings: Your Morning Brief
As the Telegraph's motoring expert, I weigh in on your car dilemmas to save you money and make
your driving life easier ...
Ask the expert: 'What’s the most comfortable small car with an automatic gearbox?'
The second is expected to be a Sport Turismo estate, similar to the existing Cross Turismo but ...
and a choice of a six-speed manual or a new automatic Subaru Performance Transmission (SPT) will
be ...
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